Integrates with

Multi-platform compatibility across:

Impero Education Pro and Microsoft
Impero Education Pro combines classroom management, network management and online safety, the three essential elements
required to support digital learning across any Windows, Chrome, Mac and iOS devices.
Integrating with Office 365, Impero Education Pro provides a simple single sign-on interface with teacher-friendly control tools
that can be used to support learning directly in the classroom or in a remote learning scenario.

Classroom management

Network management

Student online safety

Features
Keyword detection
Keyword detection libraries
Capture management
Context analysis
Anonymous student reporting
Reporting and analytics
Audit trail
Disable USBs
Access management

Remote control and support
Multi-site management
Power management
Geolocation tracking
Device inventory
Four-eyes authorisation
Utilisation reporting
Tech tools
Print management

Focus learning - monitor every
student device and blockcertain
websites and content to remove
distractions associated with online
learning and keep students on track.

Keep students safe - detect early
warning signs and alert staff in
real-time, for early intervention in
potentially high-risk situations before
they escalate.

Maximise learning time - automate
numerous classroom activities
including push URL and logging
students on and off machines, to
streamline class preparations and
improve student outcomes.

Identify root cause - remotely
identify root causes such as device
running low on storage or new
software versions available, to reduce
manual processes and save time for
technical teams.

Promote good digital citizenship
- empower young people to
navigate the digital world safely and
responsibly, by educating them on
risk and appropriate behaviour.

Saves time - allow network managers
to respond to issues and fix problems
remotely, increasing efficiency and
reducing workloads.

Provides contextual insight - by
capturing a screenshot or video
recording, staff understand the
context of a capture and can deal
with incidents quickly and effectively.

Ensure transparency - remotely view all
devices in a single view with details or
each device, providing technical teams
with a complete, transparent view of
the whole network.

Cross-platform real-time monitoring
Teaching tools and screen broadcasting
Flexible grouping via ClassLink or Clever
Messaging & chat
Online testing
Remote control
Enforce acceptable use policies
Restrictions and access
Session tracking

Benefits

Address online behavior in
real time - identify inappropriate online
behaviour or misuse as it occurs, so that
incidents can be dealt with promptly.
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